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When a person is superfluous of something and another is lack of something, there is a 
need of exchanging. That was the time when commerce was born to act as a useful 
platform to satisfy the needs from both the sellers and buyers. Nowadays, with the rapid 
increase of Internet and all of its applications, E-commerce has no longer been an 
unfamiliar term to most of the world. E-commerce has been gaining more and more 
recognition and positive support from its users. There are various kinds of e-commerce 
scheme to be developed to meet the changing needs in this globalizing world.  
 
The purpose of this report is to introduce a platform for the sellers and buyers to 
exchange goods effectively with the new mechanism applied, which is called “Inverse 
Auction”, or in specific, “lowest unique bid auction”. This “new-invented” mechanism is 
being developed as a new feature in the online shopping website to attract more user 
participations by bringing them more values and conveniences. The report presents how 
the system works, how better the proposing website can deliver the products, services to 
the users, as well as the methodology, tools, techniques needed to implement the project 
successfully within the timeframe. This paper also shows some researches on the existing 
websites that are applying the same concept into their business to help bring the deeper 
understand on lowest unique bid auction and contribute to the improvement in the project 
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1.1. Background of Study 
 
No one can deny the fact that this is the era of information technology. Information 
technology, with Internet applications, has been growing rapidly. Sharing information, 
even to a large number of people, though in far distances, has never been easier. This 
impossible action in the past (before 90s) can now be done thanks to the World Wide Web 
(hereinafter referred to as WWW) development. WWW is the part of the Internet that 
consists of pages linked to each other around the world. Everything now is put in the 
WWW for the purpose of delivering the information to as many people interested as 
possible. Hence, WWW is the best way for advertising in which the information on the 
products can be delivered to a large number of customers with the lowest price. 
 
Mentioning to the “price”, it is obvious that each customer wants to buy an item with the 
lowest price as possible with the same level of quality. Having been well aware of this 
psychologically feeling, a so-called inverse auction method has been “invented”. Inverse 
auction is implemented in the opposite way of normal auction. Inverse auction has been 
categorized into two sub-types: highest unique bid auction and lowest unique bid auction, 
whereby the latter is the most common and welcome. Lowest unique bid auction is an 
inverse auction method in which the winner of the bidding is the one that places the lowest 
but unique price for the products bidden.  
 
The two marvelous things described above become a perfect tool when they are combined 
in one: A website with the inverse auction mechanism for advertising the products as well 
as bidding function in order to give a chance for a customer to buy a quality product with 
the cheapest price. This is most encouraged by students, who have high demand of buying 
things but limitation of money. 
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1.2. Problem Statement 
 
University Technology PETRONAS (hereinafter referred to as UTP) is a well-known 
university with quite a lot numbers of students. From years to years, many students are 
graduating from UTP to begin their career, and simultaneously, many new students are 
entering UTP to begin their university life. Students who are going to graduate, especially 
international students, have many used things that they would like to sell, and, on the other 
hand, students who have just entered UTP, would like to buy many things to settle up their 
own small lives. Currently there is no effective tool for them to find each other, the 
supplier, and the demander. Moreover, students often have limitation of money and they 
have a lot of things to spend money on. Especially to a new student, who has just moved 
from family to start his/her own uni-life, spending money is not easy. And, just like others, 
students obviously would like to buy things with the cheapest price with same level of 
quality. 
 
Before the implementation of the project starts, a survey has been conducted properly. It 
shows that there are approximately six thousand (6,000) students in UTP and nearly ninety 
percent (90%) of them have a need of buying and selling things. Currently, what they often 
do when they have things to sell/buy is to inform/ ask around the housemates, course mates 
juniors, seniors… Some have posted advertising in the bulletins… But according to the 
study, all of these are not really effective due to the fact that it reaches to a limitation of 
people and the information posted in the bulletins must be approved by the Student Support 
Services and is limited in terms of duration of posting. 
 
There have been several websites using lowest unique bid auction for shopping online but 
due to research, none of them have been targeted to the students in the universities, hence 
the categories of the products do not really meet the needs of the students. The result of the 
research also shows that there is a need for implementing an inverse auction website for 
students, in which students can have information on available things for sold, categorized 
accordingly and they can bid for the lowest price for the things they desire. 
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In terms of loading web page speed, it has always been a big problem to the small-scale 
environments like universities where the bandwidth usage is limited. Limited bandwidth 
can cause the slow response when transferring data or moving from page to page which 
brings lots of inconveniences to the users. In an e-commerce website, this should be strictly 
avoided in order to better compete with millions of other e-commerce websites offering the 
same products and services. 
 
1.3. Objectives of the Project 
 
To develop an online shopping system that: 
 
• Acts as an effective and efficient platform between sellers and buyers:  
 Available searching function allows users to search for products categorized 
accordingly in the website. 
 AJAX technology will be applied to enhance the response speed of the 
system. 
• Carries an easily manageable administration feature:  
 Build Content Management System to bring ease and convenience to 
administrators to manage the site.  
• Inverse Auction Mechanism: 
 Inverse Auction component helps attract more users to participate and use 
the site. 
 
UTP Bid system is built with the aim to be a feasible solution for the problem stated. 
Firstly, it is a website which acts as a platform for the buyers and the sellers to meet each 
other, to share and view information on the products available to be sold. These products 
are listed into different categories with search engine available for more users’ ease to find 
the desired products. Secondly, it carries the lowest unique bid auction mechanism which 
can help the buyer to buy a product with a fraction price compared to the one with same 
quality in the market. The winner of the auction is the one that places the lowest but unique 
price for the item bidden.  
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Besides introducing the concept of lowest unique bid auction; UTPBid, with the built-in 
search and categories simplifies finding ads, three-tier architecture, and especially being 
developed by AJAX technology, serves as an effective and efficient tool for buyers and 
sellers to find each other and the first one to implement in the university to meet the 
students’ needs. 
 
1.4. Scope of Study 
 
The project should focus studying on the web service technology, especially client-server 
architecture. The study should also cover some components of a web service such as web 
server, database server, script to generate dynamic content, three-tier architecture… These 
are some main tools going to be used to implement the project in the next phases. The 
author also needs to study on ASP.NET and PHP as the main programming language, as 
well as AJAX as the main technology to build the system. Last but not least, a proper 
research on the existing lowest bid auction system on other current websites should be 
conducted in the process of choosing the best model to be implemented in UTP in 
particular and in universities in general. Considering real situation and the needs from 
students in UTP, the author has come out with the system architecture as well as the 
development life-cycle for the most effective plan. The project will be implemented in 3 
phases with 3 particular versions: 
• Phase 1: to set up the web platform for development. 
• Phase 2: to do research on lowest unique bid auction system and how to integrate it 
into a website. 
• Phase 3: to research on the payment system, create ad listing, search and categories 
simplifies finding ads, site administration using Content Management System 
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It should also be noted that inverse auction includes i) highest unique bid auction and ii) 
lowest unique bid auction, but due to time constraint and the feasibility of applying the 
technique to the real university environment, this project will only focus on implementing 
the lowest unique bid auction.  
 
For the purpose of commercialization in the future, the project also has another 
achievement to obtain: the system should be developed as a web content management 
system which allows authorized person to submit the content of the web even without any 






























2.1. Review on Lowest Unique Bid Auction 
As mentioned above, inverse auction is categorized into two types: highest and lowest 
unique bid auction. Within the scope of this project, we only discuss on the latter since it is 
more suitable to students. In lowest unique bid auction, the winner of the bidding is the one 
who has placed the lowest price for that item, and, that price must be unique (not 
duplicated). To facilitate this, these auctions have to accept bids that are exact to the pence 
(Please refer to APPENDIX A – How to Win the Lowest Unique Bid Auction). "We're more 
like a game," Rob Lawson, one of the San Mateo, Calif-based of Limbo company's three 
founders told internetnews.com. "You can always win at eBay with the highest bid, but 
with Limbo you don't have visibility into what everyone else is doing." You can bid up to 
twenty times a day [1]. During the process, before the end of bidding time is set, all bidders 
normally will immediately see on the website if their current bid is lowest unique or not. 
The member will also get updates during the auction to know if their lowest bid is 
overridden or not. This feature also helps encourage the participants to continue bidding 
until they get the prize. The more they bid, the more chances they can win the prize with a 
fraction of price. 
The variation from the traditional style auction system is that the auction result is awarded 
to the Lowest Unique Bid when the predetermined Required Number of Bids has been met 
and the auction is closed. Each Bidder is required to pay an Administration Fee in order to 
place a Bid. This is best illustrated with the following example: 
Apple iPod Shuffle 1 gig - Recommended Retail Price: $199 
Required number of Bids: 200 
Administration Fee: $2.75 
At the end of the auction the lowest ten bids may look like this:  
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Bid 1: $0.01 
Bid 2: $0.01 
Bid 3: $0.02 
Bid 4: $0.02 
Bid 5: $0.02 
Bid 6: $0.03 Lowest Unique Bid 
Bid 7: $0.04 
Bid 8: $0.04  
Bid 9: $0.05 Unique, but not the lowest 
Bid 10: $0.06  
Bid No.6 is the Lowest Unique Bidder and is awarded the auction result and would have to 
pay only 3c. (S)He has therefore purchased an article for $3c (Bid Amount) + $2.75 
(Admin Fee) = $2.78 = 1.4% of the Retail Price ($199)! 
You may raise a question “So how can the auction site get profit with the fraction price of 
the item?” It is understandable to raise up this question, but the idea for making this kind of 
business successful is equally simple as well. In unique bid auction, each bidder is charged 
for placing each of their bids. The auction site then will get the total payment from the 
bidding fees of every bidders participating for each bid, plus the value of the bid winning. 
In most cases, the number of participants is often huge enough to not only cover the cost of 
the item bidden, but also bring a lot of profit to the site. That is how the system works and 
how the site gain profit. On the other hand, the winning bidder also can buy the quality 
product with much cheaper price. Both parties gain benefit. That makes this kind of auction 
more interesting than others ever. The market for reverse auction websites continues to 
grow, one of the leading UK reverse auction websites is bringing in over ₤ 70,000 profit 
per month. [2] 
 
We should also take into account that this kind of auction is not a sort of gambling or 
lottery. Based on a judgment by Ofcom (Office of Communications) the UK broadcasting 
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watchdog, (ref: Ofcom Broadcast Bulletin Issue number 68 - Sep 4, 2006 [3]) they may 
also be considered 'genuine auctions' as people bid to secure the purchase of a product, 
therefore the goods are for sale and not prizes. 
 
“People say to avoid the obvious, like a penny. Well, if everybody knows to avoid that then 
nobody will actually bid it, making it the BEST possible choice! When something is so 
obvious that nobody will do it then you should be unique and give it a shot. Mathematically 
it's the only certain winner, and psychologically it's actually a pretty good bet as well. In a 
similar auction a bar of gold bullion was won with the bet of single pence because 
everybody thought that it was too obvious. I think mathematically the number picked vs. 
probability of winning would be algorithmic decay. The psychological graph would be a 
bell curve. You want to make your bid where the lines intersect. Obviously this is an art 
rather than a science. The number of entrants, how many times you can bid, and whether 
you know if you're winning or not are all variables that will affect your strategy.” [4]. This 
quote has shown that lowest unique bid auction is a “genuine auction” rather than a lottery. 
And this statement can be proved by the working paper Unique Bid Auctions: 
Equilibrium Solutions and Experimental Evidence [5]. They have done a very good 
analysis of this exact problem. 
 
2.2. Previous Implementation of Inverse Auction 
 
According to Monderer & Tennenholtz, 2000 [6], “in a single-unit auction, an indivisible 
good is offered for sale to one of many potential buyers according to some commonly 
known rules for formulating the bidding procedures and determining the outcome of the 
auction”. Auctions may be considered a substitute to lotteries where the strategic 
uncertainty regarding the auctions taken by the other bidders serves as an implicit lottery 
mechanism (Monderer & Tennenholtz, 2004 [7]). Much has been written recently about the 
dramatic increase in auction-trade volume on the Internet and the growing popularity of the 
auction mechanism in Electronic Commerce (e.g., Bajari & Hortacsu, 2004 [8]). There has 
also been a sharp increase in the variety of online auction mechanisms that differ from the 
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classical auctions (e.g., Ivanova-Stenzel & Sonsino, 2004 [9]). In a recent survey of the 
field, Ockenfels, Reiley, and Sadrieh (2007) [10] remarked that “New features concerning 
the design of online auctions are proposed and discussed almost on a daily basis.” 
 
The working paper named Unique Bid Auctions: Equilibrium Solutions and 
Experimental Evidence [5], as mentioned above, has presented a new type of auction that 
first appeared on the Internet a few years ago and has rapidly gaining widespread 
popularity in Great Britain, Australia, and the US. The feature of this type of auction, that 
sharply differentiates it from previous auctions, is the uniqueness of the winning bid. The 
necessary condition for winning the auction is for the bid to be unique. 
 
Auctionair.co.uk is a well-known online shopping website that offers the lowest unique 
bid auction feature. Auctionair considers this as a promotion to persuade customers to try 
using the Auctionair sealed bid system. They earn income from the entry fees from 
bidding. Their costs are advertising and promotion, web site build & maintenance, sales & 
fulfillment plus the loss they take on the winning item. The Low bid cannot sell large 
volumes of Lots, so they set the number of bids required to cover their costs. Over 40% of 
their customers bid again, often using their other bidding systems. It is the repeat business 
from those customers that really sustains Auctionair and generates their sustainable profits. 
Auctionair emphasizes the importance of persuading customers to come back again. 
 (Please refer to APPENDIX B – Auctionair website to get more information on steps of 
bidding in Auctionair.com) 
 
BassaBids.com (started in October 2006) also practices this kind of auction for their 
business. It offers only lowest unique bid auction but it is still judged as an interesting and 
attractive website for what it has been offering. The concept is the same as what Auctionair 
is doing, offering customers chances to buy brand new products with their own prices 
placed. (Please refer to APPENDIX C – Interface of BassaBids website for more details). 
BassaBids offers 2 ways to bid, online and using your mobile phone (not yet available). 
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Online bidding 
To bid online, first create an account, provide your email address and a password for you to 
use. Each bid costs £1.50, with no minimum amount to purchase. They use Paypal for all 
their online payments so your purchases are guaranteed and you can pay using most credit 
and debit cards. 
SMS bidding (not yet available) 
To bid using SMS you don't need to create an account first, one will be created for you 
when you bid for the first time and your password will be sent to you via SMS. 
To bid on the Mini, send "mini 118" or "mini 1.18" to BassaBids shortcode. This will set 
your bid to £1.18. You will receive a confirmation message soon after confirming your bid. 
Each bid through SMS costs the same as an online bid. 
If you would like to check your bids and how they are going then you must login to the 
BassaBids online auctions site using your phone number and the supplied password. 
Bimbaso is an auction for the lowest unique price, which is organized and maintained by 
"MRC" Ltd.  Information about auctioned items shall be posted on the BIMBASO website. 
How long do they run? 
There are two types of auctions on BassaBids, time and bid based. 
Time based auctions have a set date for when the auction ends regardless of whether there 
is one bid or 1000 bids. When the end time is reached, the person with the lowest unique 
bid is declared the winner. 
Auctions, with a limit on the number of bids, end when the last bid available is made. The 
winner is also the person with the lowest unique bid. The amount of bids left is represented 
as a percentage. 
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The following information about auctioned items is available: the name of the auctioned 
item, description of the auctioned item, the auction period, the auctioned item's code word, 
the participation fee, procedures for sending SMS messages. Auction participants take part 
in auctions by offering their bidding prices (by sending a paid SMS or using BIMBASO 
credit). Upon receiving the bidding prices, the organizer of BIMBASO shall inform the 
auction participants of the status of the bidding price. Information about the status of the 
bidding prices can be found in the section ‘For participants’ on the BIMBASO website, and 
in the course of an auction, participants can receive informative messages about changes to 
the status of bidding prices. After the end of the auction period, bidding prices will no 
longer be received and the auction winner will be declared as the person who has submitted 
the lowest unique price at the end of the auction. In cases where there is no single lowest 
unique price, no participant shall win the right to purchase the auctioned item and the 
auctioned item will be auctioned again in a subsequent auction. 
BIMBASO credit allows you to take part in an auction using the BIMBASO Internet site 
(from the section ‘For participants’), rather than via a paid SMS. Credit can be purchased in 
the section ‘For participants’ using a payment card or through Internet banking. BIMBASO 
credit can only be used in BIMBASO auctions. BIMBASO will not refund money for 
purchased but unused credit.  
Unique Bid Homes Auctions is a website which offers properties for sale by a reverse 
auction process. Rather then the bidder with the highest bid winning (as is the case in 
traditional property auctions), the winner is the person who has the “Lowest Unique Bid”. 
Bids may be any amount between $0.01 and $10,000, allowing people to buy a property at 
an incredibly low price. The cost of the property is covered by the $10 administration/bid 
fee you pay to make a bid. 
 
 The "Lowest Unique Bid" is an amount of money between $0.01 and $10,000. The 
amount closest to $0.01 where no other bidder has bid the same amount of money is 
deemed the "Lowest Unique Bid". 
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 Refer to the table below: 
 
Bid $0.01 Not Unique 
Bid $0.01 Not Unique 
Bid $0.03 Lowest Unique Bid 
Bid $0.04 Unique, but not the lowest 
Bid $0.05 Unique, but not the lowest 
Bid $0.07 Unique, but not the lowest 
Bid $0.10 Unique, but not the lowest 
 Table 1: Example of a possible result at the end of the Auction. 
 
In this example the Bid of 3c is the Lowest Unique Bidder and is awarded the 
auction result and would have to pay only 3cents. He/she has therefore purchased a 
property for $0.03 (Bid Amount) + the $10 Admin Fee paid when he/she placed the bid.  
If the Bidder of the successful bid had more than one bid they would need to add 
$10.00 for each additional bid placed. Let’s say as an example they placed a total of ten 
bids during the auction their total outlay to own the property would be 10 X $10.00 = 
$100.00 (initial Admin Fees) + $0.03 = $100.03. 
During the Auction the Lowest Unique Bid is constantly changing, if in this 
example someone else was to bid $0.03, then $0.03 would no longer be a “Unique” bid, 
meaning it would no longer be the Lowest Unique Bid, $0.04 would now become the 
Lowest Unique Bid. However if someone Bid $0.02, as this has not been bid previously by 
anyone else, it would then become the Lowest Unique Bid. 
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GlobalBidders.com offers many lowest unique bid auctions. The winner of an auction is 
the one who has the lowest unique bid when an auction closes. 
1. The minimum bid is $1 and bids may only be placed at increments of 10 cents 
($0.10). 
The following rules apply:  
2. There is a minimum number of bids required before an auction closes. i.e the 




4. All bids are kept confidential during the course of auctions. You can, however, 
view the status of your personal bids by logging into your account. 
 is charged per bid. This fee will be charged in GlobalBidders.com credits 
(1 credit per bid), which can be purchased through GlobalBidders.com’s secure 
server.  
5. When auctions close, the bidder who made the lowest unique bid can purchase the 
product/service at the cost of the lowest unique bid
In another well known auction website: Humraz Auction House, lowest unique bid 
auction is also applied. To succeed in one of their auctions your bid must be the 
. All participants of an auction 
will be notified by email whether they won or lost once an auction closes.  
lowest 
unique bid when the auction closes. 
 
 




Figure 1: Winning condition in Humraz Auction House 
 
In addition, “An Exploratory Study of the Introduction of Online Reverse Auctions” [11] 
has indicated that “Buyers are increasingly turning to online reverse auctions in their 
negotiations with suppliers. How do these price competition mechanisms affect buyer-
supplier relationships? The author considers this question in the context of a quasi 
experiment involving six online reverse auctions conducted in the supply base of a major 
industrial buyer. The results indicate that these auctions increase both new and current 
suppliers’ beliefs that buyers act opportunistically, particularly in open-bid auctions. 
Current suppliers are generally more willing than new suppliers to make dedicated 
investments toward the buyer. Paradoxically, in sealed-bid auctions, both current and new 
suppliers increase their willingness to make dedicated investments toward the buyer. 
Although these auctions can yield cost savings, the savings are category specific and are 
not systematically related to an open- or sealed-bid format. The author also discusses 
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There is also a company in Malaysia called Mediate Communication Sdn Bhd (664316-
H) [12] offering this kind of auction. They call it “Bid to Win” reverse auction (the 
Auction). You may place a bid in the Auction if you are a mobile phone user in Malaysia, 
who is aged not less than 18 years except that the following people are not permitted to 
participate in the Auction: any employees of Mediate Communications Sdn Bhd, Mediate 
Publishing (M) Sdn Bhd and the agencies associated with the Auction, and members of 
their households or immediate families. The same concept is applied. The difference here is 
that to place a bid in the Auction, you must SMS a bid to the SMS number (as printed in 
the February issue of KLIA TIMES) and the appropriate code word (as printed during 
relevant bidding period).  All SMS messages sent to bid in the Auction will be charged at 
RM1.00 per message. All bids must be communicated by SMS. Bids shall not be 
communicated via the Internet.  
 
2.3     Innovations on the Development of AJAX – Based Inverse 
Auction Website 
 
Basically, the concept of the Development of AJAX – Based Inverse Auction Website is 
similar to the one being applied in the websites stated above. But Development of AJAX – 
Based Inverse Auction Website project carries on its own some innovational features to 
improve the weaknesses of those current websites and, to better suit the environment 
implemented, particularly, universities. 
The first innovation that the author is trying to implement in this project is the 
programming language used, web development techniques to develop the system. 
Currently the programming language mostly used in other auction websites stated above is 
ASP.NET or VB.NET which has disadvantage in terms of page loading and bandwidth. 
This might cause a big problem if it is implemented in the small-scale environment like 
universities, in particular, UTP, where the bandwidth usage is limited. The author has come 
up a solution for this by developing the system using PHP as the main programming 
language, together with implementation of AJAX. “AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and 
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XML), is a group of inter-related web development techniques used for creating interactive 
web applications. A primary characteristic is the increased responsiveness and interactivity 
of web pages achieved by exchanging small amounts of data with the server "behind the 
scenes" so that entire web pages do not have to be reloaded each time there is a need to 
fetch data from the server. This is intended to increase the web page's interactivity, speed, 
functionality and usability. AJAX is asynchronous, in that extra data is requested from the 
server and loaded in the background without interfering with the display and behavior of 
the existing page. JavaScript is the scripting language in which AJAX function calls are 
usually made. Data is retrieved using the XMLHttpRequest object that is available to 
scripting languages run in modern browsers, or, alternatively, through the use of Remote 
Scripting in browsers that do not support XMLHttpRequest. In any case, it is not required 
that the asynchronous content be formatted in XML. AJAX is a cross-platform technique 
usable on many different operating systems, computer architectures, and web browsers as it 
is based on open standards such as JavaScript and the DOM. There are free and open 
source implementations of suitable frameworks and libraries.” [13] 
The core reason that the author comes up with the solution of using AJAX is to overcome 
the page loading requirement of HTML/HTTP-mediated web pages. Normal web pages 
usually require several applications to function. This creates a cumbersome operation in 
which users have to wait for the separate applications to refresh before interacting with the 
complete page. Being a quite “young” programming language, AJAX has been written with 
the aim to enhance page loading speed, and in turns, helps make Internet more and more 
pervasive. 
Another advantage of AJAX is a decrease in bandwidth use. Bandwidth in web hosting 
refers to the amount of data that can be communicated between user and server/website. In 
AJAX, bandwidth is used only to accomplish specific demands without requiring that the 
page be re-loaded (which require bandwidth, every time a request is made. Contents are 
loaded on demand and HTML is produced locally from the browser. This technique 
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significantly cuts down the bandwidth consumption for web applications. In addition 
AJAX works on the client and shares some work of the server, so reducing the server load. 
AJAX also allows programmers to separate methods and formatting for specific 
information delivery functions on the web. Programmers can use whatever languages or 
formats work for their specific goal. For example, raw data, usually obtained in XML from 
a server-side database is separated from the format or structure of the webpage, which is 
usually structured in XHTML. This allows for dynamic handling of DOM. CSS use allows 
for the separating of style elements on the page, like fonts and picture placement. AJAX 
also separates the functionality of web pages by combining different elements in different 
ways. For example, JavaScript on the client-side browser is combined with XMLHttp to 
enable communication between client and server browsers. Then any server-side program 
or scripting language allows the programmer to quickly respond to client requests in a 
language and format they are familiar with. [14] 
Apart from that, the system will be developed as a Content Management System 
(hereinafter referred to as CMS) in order to better manage the content of the website. 
Typically, a CMS consists of two elements: the content management application (CMA) 
and the content delivery application (CDA). The CMA element allows the content manager 
or author, who may not know HTML to manage the creation, modification, and removal of 
content from a website without much knowledge on IT. The CDA element uses and 
compiles that information to update the website. The features of a CMS system may 
include, but not limited to: web-based publishing, format management, revision control, 
and indexing, searching and retrieval. In short, Content Management System is designed to 
simplify the publication of web content to websites, in particular allowing the content 
creators/ administrators to submit the content without requiring technical knowledge of 
HTML or the uploading of files. 
Different from other lowest unique bid auction websites, UTP Bid auction site does not 
take bidding fee from the bidders for each time they place a bid since according to Muslim 
perspective, it seems to be unfair for those who have participated but do not win in the 
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auction, they have paid but do not receive anything. There comes a question that how a 
seller can gain profit when they are selling their products for a fraction of price. Simply, the 
seller just posts the products for sale together with the minimum bidding price (reserve 
price), and this price is the price that the seller is willing to sell the product for. The system 
then will not allow the buyers to bid lower than that price. There is a chance where the 
seller does not have profit at all (if the winner of the bidding has bid for exactly the 
minimum price that the seller has set), but at least, the seller will never get loss. And the 
buyers always have opportunity to buy products with a cheap price. That is the beauty of 




































3.1 Procedure Identification 
 
Before the implementation of the project starts, a survey on the needs and feasibility of the 
proposing system has been conducted properly. The projects will be continuing along with 
lots of researches on the existing implementation of the same concept all over the world. In 
order to form an appropriate method to implement the project smoothly in next phases, the 
data should be collected; gathered carefully, suitable tools/techniques should be identified 
from the beginning phase and updated if necessary, constraints/limitation from the current 
environment should be analyzed thoroughly. 
 




To develop a system, one needs a specific methodology to guide the overall process flow. 
In developing this system, the author has chosen the prototyping development 
methodology. This method is most suitable since it moves of phases is from sequence to 
another sequence and it performs the analysis, testing and implementing phases 
concurrently. All the three phases are performed repeatedly within a cycle until the system 














In this initial phase, all the activities according to the timeline must be planned. This phase 
will ensure all activities will be done along the development of the system will be on time. 
Resources and constraint must be also taken into consideration so that ample time can be 
allocated to any unexpected incident along the development process. The outcome for this 
phase is Gantt chart of activities. The important thing in planning is to meet the deadline 
with all or most of the requirement is in the system.  
 
 Analysis  
 
In analysis phase, the entire requirements need to be collected from the resource and from 
the requirements; the analysis for developing the system is the output. The analysis 
including defining the scope of the system, boundary of system, input and output process, 
and type of hardware and tools that will be use in develop the system. This phase will 
define the scope of he system and limitation of the system. After identifying all the 
elements of the system, the design process should start. In this analysis, all the elements 
will be put together to make up framework or the system. The framework/ modeling 
methods that will be used for this system are:  
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Use – case diagram 
 
Use –case diagram will show the interaction between the system and the users. 
Basically, this diagram helps developer identify functions that the system should 
have. Use –case diagram helps not only developer but also end- user understand the 







































 Figure 3: Use-case diagram for UTP Bid system 
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The use-case diagram above shows us there are two categories of users: sellers and 
buyers. Each of them is provided with respective and unique user name and 
password after registering. Logging on the system, a seller set up his/her own store 
where the goods are arranged neatly according to the categories. (S)He then can 
post new auction by providing the information, images and the minimum bidding 
price of the product(s). The seller can send/view messages concerning about the 
product. The seller has the right to close the deal by setting the duration of the 
bidding. Sellers can also view their reputation (comments, rates) posted by others as 
well as update their profile.  
 
The buyers, whereas, can view the category posted by the sellers, place bid(s), 
select payment methods (Credit Card, UTP payment, Buy Now…) as well as 
view/send messages and view their favorite stores. 
 
The administrator of the bidding site is responsible for managing the users’ 
registrations, maintaining the database, monitoring and controlling the opening and 
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Flow Chart Diagram 
 
Figure 4: Flow Chart Diagram of UTP Bid System 
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Flow Chart Diagram shows us the flow of the activities that one should follow once 





In this phase, the design of architecture and user interface happens. Architecture design 
process is process of designing the database, the platform or tool that will be use for the 
development of the system. In this process, the main important things is setting up the 
working architecture so that the system can be developed because without good setup 
architecture like database and server setting, the system may not working properly as 
expected. And at this phase, the basics of design are performed and work immediately 





The implementation is the phase where the system that already finished will be 
implemented either as pilot implementation or full implementation. Normally the 
implementation will be done through pilot implementation whereby the installation will be 
done on one site or selected computer and the users will use the newly installed systems. If 
everything goes well with the hardware and network setup, then the massive installation to 
other machine will be done 
 
 (Please refer to Appendix D: Gantt Chart of FYP  for more details) 
 
3.2.2 System Architecture 
 
The system is developed using three-tier architecture model which is the fundamental 
framework for the logical design model, segments an application's components into three 
tiers of services. These tiers do not necessarily correspond to physical locations on various 
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computers on a network, but rather to logical layers of the application. These layers can 
increase the reusability of codes. (1) Application layer is the form which provides the user 
interface to either programmer of end user. Programmer uses this layer for designing 
purpose and to get or set the data back and forth. (2) The application tier provides the 
business logic necessary to run and control the system. And the (3) data tier provides 
access to underlying SQL data storage of the whole system. SQL database access is 
controlled by a custom SQLDataProvider class that accesses information from the SQL 
server database via stored procedures. To effectively support these tiers, the Database 
Management Service (DBMS) will be used to handle all requests to query the database. In 
addition, the Business Logic Layer will take PHP into account to perform all the necessary 
functions of the system and generate the dynamic contents for author.  
 
Data Access API Abstraction Layer 
Various kinds of applications will be integrated into the system. These include some 
applications which access to People Data directly while some may use Web-Service. 
Hence, the Data Access Application Programming Interface (API) Layer needs to be used 
to ensure all kinds of applications have a consistent view to People Data. 
Abstract Data Access APIs layer contains all definitions for data functions. The Providers 
(SQL Data Provider, Web Service Provider) is implementation of the definitions in 
Abstract Data Access Layer. For example, SQL Data Provider uses SQL client to access to 
database while Web-Service Provider will get the data from Web-Services. In order to 
switch between these providers, we change configuration file.  
 
Workflow Server 
The workflow server contains running business processes. 
 
Business Process Controller Layer 
This is used to access business processes in Workflow Server 
 
Business Entity Layer 
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The Business Entities Assembly contains all data objects which will be passed around. It’s 
also called Model object in Model-View-Controller pattern. A Business Entity may be a 
participant, a new request-for-register… 
 
Business Logic Layer 
This layer has the responsibility to coordinate components of the system in a logical 
function. For example, when administrator create a new request-for-register, the Create 
New Register function at this layer will receive the New Request Business Entity from 
Presentation Layer, call Security Service to authorize the request, then call Data Access 
layer to save the Entity, and finally call Workflow Controller layer to start a New Register 
Process on Workflow Server. 
 
Web Control Lib 
A library of web control to reuse like: Grid Control, ASP.NET 2.0 Data Source Control … 
 
Presentation Layer 
ECR 2.0 Website  
 
Security Services 
The services help other components to authenticate and authorize user. For example in 
Business Logic Layer, when creating a New Register Request, we need to make sure that 
the current user has enough permission to do so (only the administrator of the site can do 
this). The Security Service checks to see if the current user has this permission or not, if 
not, redirect user to a default security warning page. 
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Figure 7: Comparison between Classic and AJAX Web Application Model  
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Classic Web: Web Browser sends HTTPRequest to server and Server returns 
HTTPResponse. Then the web page is rendered on the client browser. This is 1 round trip 
between client and server. In the classic way, if you want to update any part of your page 
(e.g: get subcategory of a main category from database and display on the page), you need 
1 more round trip => It takes more time to render unnecessary items (unchanged items on 
the web page) and causes more network traffic.  
  
AJAX Web: Web Browser only sends request of a small part of the webpage which needs to 
be updated via XMLHTTPRequest. Then the server processes that request and return only 
the changed items. (The data exchange between client and server is XML format data in 
comparison with HTML/CSS format data in classic web) => less items need to be 
processed by server and the client browser only renders the small part of the web page, not 
the whole page 
 
 
3.2.4 Tools/ equipment required: 
 
 PHP 
 WAMP (Windows Apache MySQL PHP) 
 AJAX 


















RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1  Survey Result and Discussion 
 
 
The objective of distributing this questionnaire is to get information on the trend and 
method being used when UTP students want to sell/buy things and how they think about 
the lowest unique bid auction concept. (Please refer to Appendix E – FYP Questionnaire 
for more details) 
 
The questionnaire is divided into four distinguished sections, each carries different purpose. 
Section A contains all general questions about students and their habit of commerce.  
 
The first question provides the information of the year of the students surveyed. It acts like 






















Figure 8: Details of Results of Question A1 
 
The second question provides the information on buying demand of UTP students. Based 
on the result, 83.3% saying “Yes” to the question shows that there is a high demand of 
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Figure 9: Details of Results of Question A2 
 
The third question, on the other hand, provides information on the demand of selling things 
of UTP students. 77% of the surveyed students saying “yes” shows UTP students also have 
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Figure 10: Details of Results of Question A3 
 
For Question Four, most of the answer (90%) is “NO” when they were asked about the 
sufficiency of the allowance. Most of UTP students are scholars, and they receive RM500 
as monthly allowance. Another survey conducted by International Student Committee 1 
year ago has figured out 97% of students surveyed considers RM500 is not enough for their 
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Figure 11: Details of Results of Question A4 
 
 
The purpose of section B is studying about the current methods used by UTP students when 
they have demand on buying/selling things, the effectiveness and the efficiency of these 
tools.  
 
Result of the first question in the first question in section B shows that the students have 
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Figure 12: Details of Results of Question B1 
 
Questions 2 and 3 of Section B gather information of the tools UTP students are currently 
using when they have things to sell/buy. 
 
 








Figure 14: Tools used by UTP student when buying 
 
The last question in section B shows the satisfactoriness of the students towards these tools. 
Most of the students judged these tools below average in terms of effectiveness and 
efficiency. The most popular way to buy/sell things is based on their relationships. They 
ask around their housemates, course mates, seniors, juniors…which might be considered 
effective but not efficient and not reach big number of persons. 
 
Section C of the questionnaire studies on the awareness and the acceptance of UTP 
students toward lowest unique bid auction. Only 6.7% of the students participating in the 
survey know about the concept but majority of them encourage for the “platform that buys 
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Figure 15: Awareness of Lowest Unique Bid concept 
 
From the survey above, it has been shown that selling and buying things; especially with 
the affordable price is a concern to all UTP students. It is necessary to implement the 
lowest unique bid auction system, which is totally supported by students. 
 
4.2    Prototype of UTP Bid System 
   




UTP Bid system successfully acts as an effectively, efficiently and secure platform for the 
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Fully functional system at high speed 
 
The system has been designed using AJAX technology in order to overcome the 
weaknesses of loading and limited bandwidth of other current websites. UTP Bid system 
can respond effectively and efficiently to any query. 
  
Easy to manage 
 
As discussed earlier, Content Management System allows administrators to create, edit, 
manage and publish content in a consistently organized fashion. The content managed may 
include computer files, image media, audio files, video files, electronic documents and 
Web content. The site manager, even though might not have much knowledge on IT, can 
also modify the content of the web upon necessary without the help of the software 
developer. From within the admin area, administrator can: 
 
 Manage users 
 Manage auctions 
 Set fees 
 Customize categories 
 Enable/Disable varieties of features and settings 
 Review accountancy 
 Update the site content 
 
Simple and user-friendly navigation scheme 
 
With the navigation bars provided both on top of the page and in the left frame menu, users 










The access authority is granted differently among the administrators, registered users and 
visitors. The information provided by the users is ensured to be kept confidential. The 
password is highly protected by a mechanism requesting for more than six characters. The 
system also asks for the PIN when critical actions are to be performed to prevent the 
feigning of the hackers/ spy software. The system also offers Secure Socket Layer (SSL) to 




“Make an offer”: Buyers can make offers on listed items. As one item has not received any 
bid, this feature allows potential buyers to make an offer to the seller. The seller has the 
right to decide whether to accept the offer(s) or not and may set the price (or price range) 
that (s)he is willing to sell the item at. 
 
Wanted Ads: This feature allows users to post advertisements on the items they want. The 
site administrator may charge fees for posting wanted ads as well as for a successful sale. 
 
Media Upload: Sellers can upload up to 9 pictures or media files together with their listing. 
Site administrator can charge fee for this service. 
 
Custom Listing Fields: UTP Bid system allows administrator to add new custom fields for 
sellers to use when listing. For example, if the seller wants to open a car auction, the admin 
can add custom fields for the engine size, color, age, condition and so on. And all fields can 
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The top menu is on the top of the page and contains navigation to: 
 
Home – Homepage (Figure 16): The homepage shows the latest bids, the ending soon 




Figure 16: Homepage of UTP Bid System 
On the left-hand side of the homepage, there’s an area for the existing members of the 
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Register – non-member can register here (Figure 17) the system will require new users 
to submit some personal information and the system will provide the terms and 
conditions for users to be aware of. 
 
Figure 17: Register page 
 
Sell – area specifically for sellers/ Once the user has logged in, (s)he can go to this area 
to open a new auction by following up to the instructions on categorizing and providing 
the information of the products (Figure 18) 
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Figure 18: Sell page 
Site Fees – list the fees that the users should pay for some certain services provided by 
the site managers. (Figure 19) 
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Figure 19: Site Fees page 
 
Main Menu: The main menu is located in the left frame of the page. It contains links to 
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Messaging – divided into two sub-sections: Received and Sent 
 
Figure 20: Messaging site 
Bidding – shows the current bidding, won items, invoices received, watched items, and 
favorite stores. 
 
Figure 21: Bidding site 
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Selling – where a seller can view/manage the opening auctions, items with Bids/offers, 
scheduled auctions, closed auctions, drafts, sold items, invoices sent, fees calculator, 
prefilled fields, bock users, suggest a category. 
 
Figure 22: Selling site 
My Account – section for registered and logged in user to view and edit the personal 
information if necessary. 
 
Figure 23: My Account site 
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4.2.3 Usability Testing 
 
 
After the Planning, Analysis, Design, and Implementation phases have been conducted 
successfully, the author of the project continues with the Usability Testing. The results of 
the testing are best illustrated by the (i) Download speed comparison (See Figure 24: 
Download Speed Comparison) and (ii) Effectiveness of the system (See Figure 25: 





















Figure 24: Download Speed Comparison 
 
Figure 22 represents the comparison of the speed response between the 
www.auctionair.co.uk and UTPBid system. www.auctionair.co.uk, as mentioned above, 
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method. To ensure for the accuracy and fairness of the comparison, UTPBid System 
has been uploaded to a free web hosting: http://www.hostmonster.com. Figure 22 has 
been extracted from the report on the web download speed measurement taken by the 
software called OpenWebLoad. We can clearly that there is always a considerable 
difference of the response speed between the two websites. UTPBid system has been 





Figure 25: Effectiveness of the System 
There were 10 respondents for the survey on the effectiveness of the system. 90% of 
them (9 persons out of 10) have been pleased with the effectiveness and efficiency of 
the system. Only one out of ten respondents felt that the system is not really effective 








CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 
 
5.1  Conclusion 
 
The report presented one of the new mechanisms, business models so called “inverse 
auction” or in specific, Lowest Unique Bid Auction applying in Ecommerce recently but 
has not been introduced to universities widely. The report brought an overview of this 
interesting method and the need of applying it into universities. Some researches on 
existing websites using the same concepts have also been discussed in the report in order to 
understand it deeply and make necessary changes to suit the needs and situation of the 
environment that the project is going to be implemented. 
 
UTP Bid System, being implemented and designed by PHP as well as applied AJAX 
technology, has overcome the limitation of other current website in terms of loading speed, 
especially in a small-scale environment like universities where the bandwidth usage 
limitation is low. Last but not least, Content Management System has been used to bring 
more ease and convenience for the administrators who might not have much IT knowledge 
to manage the site without the help of the programmers. CMS promotes for the 
commercialization of the system in the near future since different customers can modify the 
system differently to suit their needs and want without difficulty. 
 
5.2     Recommendation 
 
The author has judged that this topic is very interesting and would attract a large number of 
people once it is developed successfully. Within the limited timeframe (two semesters) the 
author does not have enough capability to enhance the topic further. But the enhancement 
on this topic in terms of mobile application can be done in the near future which can bring 
more convenience to the users. 
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APPENDIX C: Interface of Bassabids website 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
